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Competing endogenous (ce)RNA transcripts can crosstalk
by competing for common micro (mi)RNAs, with miRNA
response elements (MREs) as the foundation of this interac‑
tion (1). These RNA transcripts have been termed as competing
endogenous RNAs‑ceRNAs (2). Any RNA transcript with
MREs may act as ceRNAs, and ceRNAs include pseudo‑
gene transcripts, long non‑coding RNAs, circular RNAs and
mRNAs, these transcripts can compete for the same MREs
to regulate them mutually. To identify potential target of
mi, the target/microRNAs is predicted with home‑made
miRNA target prediction software based on TargetScan 7.2
(http://www.targetscan.org/vert_71/) & miRanda (http://www.
microrna.org/) (3‑7).
Through merging the common targeted miRNAs, ceRNA
networks were constructed. There are three conditions that
must exist for ceRNA network to occur (1): i) The relative
concentration of the ceRNAs and their microRNAs is impor‑
tant; ii) the effectiveness of a ceRNA depends on the number
of microRNAs that it can ‘sponge’; iii) not all of the MREs on
ceRNAs are equal. So, ceRNA‑pairs relations required further
filtering.
Besides, as a measure of the number of common miRNAs,
a hypergeometric test can be performed performed for each
ceRNA pair separately, which was defined by four parameters:
i) N is the total number of miRNAs used to predict targets;
ii) K is the number of miRNAs that interact with the chosen
gene of interest; iii) n is the number of miRNAs that interact
with the candidate ceRNA of the chosen gene; and iv) is the

common miRNA number between the two genes (8). The test
calculates the P‑value by using the following formula:
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